The **3151 CHALLENGE** is a plan to connect the largest organization in the church with the Great Commission.

**PRAY FOR 3 LOST PEOPLE**

1. 

2. 

3. 

**Learn 1 Gospel Presentation**

☐ I have learned how to present the gospel.

☐ I will learn a gospel presentation.

**INVITE 5 PEOPLE TO YOUR GROUP**

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

**Share 1 Gospel**

☐ I will share the gospel with [Name]

*For more information, please contact State Missionary Sammy Gilbreath at (334) 613-2320, sgilbreath@alsbom.org, or State Missionary Daniel Edmonds at (334) 613-2285, dedmonds@alsbom.org.*